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No Plan Survives Contact
When Alan Reece qualified as a veterinary surgeon at the dawn of the new millennium, he had a plan: save the world, one animal
at a time. Of course, no plan survives contact with the enemy, and Alan soon discovers he has far more enemies than he was
expecting - aside from vicious pets, difficult owners, surly farmers, and children from hell, he finds himself working with an
unhinged and jealous surgeon who makes it his personal mission ruin Alan's life. Battling long hours, life and death decisions,
tragic cases, a complaint from the Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons and an unexpected love triangle, Alan's hopes of saving
the world are quickly replaced with a simple question: Can he even last a year in practice? Once Bitten... is the story of a young
vet's first few months in practice, and how they changed his life forever.
After defeating their supervillain father, Bait and Switch are now seen as heroes rather than potential supervillains. Their
classmates finally accept them and even most of their teachers have gotten over their distrust of the two. Life seems to be getting
better and better. But things take a turn for the worse when a superhuman terrorist organization targets the Academy. Their target:
A mysterious new student whose power they want to use to throw the superhero community into utter chaos. Now Bait and Switch
must defend this student from the terrorists, but that's easier said than done, because the leader of the terrorists has infiltrated the
Academy with the intent to destroy it--and Bait and Switch--from within. KEYWORDS: superhero action fiction, superhero fantasy,
superhero fiction novel, superhero science fiction, superhero scifi, superhero young adult, superhero city, superhero books,
superhero action, superhero books for kids, superheroes, cool superheroes, action adventure books, superhero action adventure
books, action adventure fiction, superhero action adventure fiction, young adult action adventure, action adventure young adult
This carefully crafted ebook: "THE WILD WEST ADVENTURES – Boxed Set: 9 Western Classics in One Volume (Illustrated)” is
formatted for your eReader with a functional and detailed table of contents: The Girl at the Halfway House The Law of the Land
Heart's Desire The Way of a Man 54-40 or Fight The Man Next Door The Magnificent Adventure The Sagebrusher The Covered
Wagon Emerson Hough (1857–1923) was an American author best known for writing western stories, adventure tales and
historical novels. His best known works include western novels The Mississippi Bubble and The Covered Wagon, The Young
Alaskans series of adventure novels, and historical works The Way to the West and The Story of the Cowboy.
Vernon has a quest and Harold has a secret. They have gone to the desert in search of the source of the missile that destroyed
the Diamond City. But this is no harmless expedition. As they go into the depths of the desert, they learn that not only are their
love and lives at stake, but so is the fate of everything they hold dear. As the sands blow them off course, Harold grapples with the
knowledge that he has been changed by his experiences in the Diamond City. Infected with the technology of the Ancients, he
feels himself changing, becoming something other than human. Does Harold have the courage to tell Vernon the truth about
himself? Does Vernon love Harold enough to accept that he might no longer be human? They might not have time to find out as
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the sleeping Progenitors stir.
On a bright June day, Fred Hardwicke and his ten-year-old son Robert embark on a camping adventure. It's the perfect time for
father and son to spend quality time in an activity they both enjoy. Captivated by the Pecos River that winds its way through the
mountains of New Mexico, the two decide to tackle one of the more imposing peaks. Descending the mountain and heading back
toward camp, they become lost. Facing a night in the freezing high-country temperatures, Fred and Robert turn to their faith.
Throughout the long, cold night, the two struggle to stay warm and keep alert. After surviving the night, Fred realizes he must
leave his exhausted son in a safe place while he continues to search for help. Through his strong faith in the Lord, Fred presses
onward, determined to save his son. When he finally finds help and Robert is saved, their trust in God brings father and son closer
together than ever before. A Pecos Adventure is a moving story of courage, survival, and faith against all odds.
He is perhaps the most famous character and the greatest detective in the world - and he is you! You search for evidence. You
follow the clues. You experience the danger. Do you have what it takes to solve three of the most puzzling Sherlock Holmes
cases? Or will the villainous plots lead to your doom? Step into this adventure, and choose your path. But choose wisely, or else...

The stories featured in Baja California Adventures take place during a span of almost sixty years of travel in the rugged,
parched yet hauntingly attractive peninsula. The author kept detailed notes on most of his trips, then fleshed out this
skeleton in a narrative which places the reader in the role of participant in the adventure. Thus one feels the bite of the
4WD tires into the desert sand, newly hard-packed by the moisture of a quick-moving thunderstorm. The author
describes the excitement of finding Indian petroglyphs, arrowheads or clay ollas in remote canyons. Because Mr.
Tiscareño is also a pilot, many of the trips included here involve mention of the special immigration rules for private fly-in
tourists. Finally, there are Baja Adventures in the pine-clad granite fortress that is the Sierra de San Pedro Mártir in the
northern part of the peninsula. Here, the author joined other veteran Bajeños in "hoof-and-boot" or horse-assisted
explorations. In short, this book should be inspiration to those readers who want to visit Baja California, particularly the
less tourist-trod destinations. Arm-chair travelers will derive vicarious pleasure without the effort of going there
themselves.
When Kevin Jason's worst enemy steals his powers from him, Kevin and his parents go into hiding under government
protection as Kevin's enemy relentlessly hunts them down. But Kevin cannot hide forever. With his nemesis stealing
more powers and growing stronger ever day, Kevin must find a way to regain his own powers in time to stop his enemy
before he grows too powerful to stop. Yet regaining his stolen powers appears to be an impossible task until Kevin learns
of someone who might be able to help. But the method that Kevin wants to use may either give him his powers back ... or
kill him outright. KEYWORDS: superhero action fiction, superhero fantasy, superhero fiction novel, superhero science
fiction, superhero scifi, superhero young adult, superhero
city, superhero books, superhero action, superhero books for
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kids, superheroes, cool superheroes, action adventure books, superhero action adventure books, action adventure
fiction, superhero action adventure fiction, young adult action adventure, action adventure young adult
Jeb Colton is the offspring of a godly father of strong character and faith. Even though he is a successful businessman,
Jeb still struggles with his identity. But when his father dies suddenly before revealing his family heritage to his son, Jeb's
world is turned upside down. After Jeb receives a letter his father left him, he learns of his father's involvement with the
CIA and the meaning of the ring he wore around his neck. When the revelations cause Jeb to embark on a faith-filled
journey of self-discovery, he is led to uncover shocking information about his parents and an ancient secret brotherhood.
Now with his purpose defined, Jeb arms himself with weapons and new trusted companions as he battles to stay alive
and continue his father's brave mission. But as he is about to discover, nothing ever goes as planned in life.
Sara ?s strange nightly dreams began right before meeting Mary Jo. They seemed to mirror the uncomfortable situations
she faced each day. Her real dreams of becoming a writer were getting lost in the shuffle, as she coped with a murderer
following her around town. How would she and Mary Jo solve this when they didn ?t really know who he was and couldn
?t prove he did it? It was unfortunate that he knew they suspected him. This is what they thought was the mystery, until
the real mystery unfolded right under their noses. Chapter 1 Late one afternoon, Sara had started to feel tremendous
vibrations underneath her feet. Although she realized the implications, she felt a certain calm inside. She went to find
Athena. Sara waited outside the room until Athena ?s next patient came out. Then she went inside. "You noticed it too, I
guess," sighed Athena. "It would be difficult to ignore the intensity." "Yes, I noticed it," replied Athena with concern. "I
wonder how much longer we have left." "Not much longer I imagine," said Sara. "Do you think we...." Just then Lucas
rushed in. "You must come to the solarium with me. It is urgent." They quickly followed Lucas. "What ?s going on in the
solarium?" asked Athena, as she tried to keep up with him. "There is no time to explain," said Lucas. "You will see for
yourself as soon as we get there," he added abruptly as they hurried down the hallway. As soon as they reached the
doorway Athena and Sara knew what Lucas meant. The once beautiful sunny sky had changed to a dark and gloomy
afternoon. The ocean was enraged. The treacherous waves were crashing against the shore, provoked by the powerful
eruptions of the nearby volcano. The three friends knew that the disastrous end to their time on Poseidia had come.
Outside they could see people running around in the streets. The water was quickly rising up over the land and everyone
was scrambling to reach higher ground. It was everyone for himself, just as it had always been. Lucas, Athena, Sara and
their friends sat solemnly by the great window and watched. They had done all that was possible and now had to accept
their own limitations. When the island of Poseidia finally went in to the sea, many drowned. Some had fled to other areas,
for there were several occurrences of destruction in Poseidia before that final one. When the time came, Athena and
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Sara and Lucas and the others let their spirits withdraw from their bodies and rose above it all to watch, wishing that
more of the others could have joined them. They looked on as the once-beautiful island was completely, and finally,
consumed by the immense and powerful ocean. The only evidence that life had ever existed here was the glowing
embers of the burnt remnants of the city. This had been their home, and now floated gently upon the surface of the water.
"It ?s so sad to see the demise of our own community," said Athena wistfully. "Yes," said Lucas sadly. "But we ?ve known
it was coming for a long time. And we ?ll be back." Sara sat straight up in bed, her eyes wide open now. "What was that
all about?" she wondered. She looked at the clock. "2 AM," Sara thought to herself. She took a deep breath and lay back
down, but did not close her eyes................
It took three weeks to destroy civilisation. It won’t be rebuilt in a day. A year after the outbreak, a sharp winter is followed
by a sudden thaw. Spring has come early to Nova Scotia, bringing new hope. For the thirteen thousand survivors who’ve
found sanctuary in northern Canada, and for the first time since the apocalypse, extinction isn’t imminent. But it looms
large in the near future, a legacy of the nuclear war that destroyed civilisation. As the weather improves, some survivors
quit the small community. Even more plan their departure. The old-world supplies of food, oil, and ammunition have been
consumed. More will have to be grown, drilled, and made. Medicine, paper, clothes: in a few years there will be none left
to salvage. If it can’t be manufactured, it will have to be forgone. What knowledge can’t be preserved will be lost.
Humanity’s future appears bleak unless more people can be found. Hoping there is some truth in the rumours of a
redoubt in Vancouver, an expedition to the Pacific is launched. The journey will be perilous as North America was ground
zero for the outbreak, and for the nuclear war. Set in Canada and beyond, as survivors from the Atlantic and Pacific
meet. Please note: this book features places and events, and heroes and villains from Life Goes On Books 1-3, the saga
of survivors in the Pacific.
No plan survives contact with the enemy. Especially when the enemy has capabilities you didn't know about. T'Chezz is
upping the effort with the war and unleashing an unbound Demon on San Diego while Katie / Pandora and Calvin happen
to be in town. However, to save Calvin, Katie is going to have to divulge more abilities that could get back to Korbin. With
the special weapons taking a toll on his plans, T'Chezz finds out he isn't the only one who has new capabilities. So, he
decides to increase the burn. Katie and Pandora are having to learn how to work together...and yet make sure that
Korbin believes Katie isn't being taken on a ride by a Demon with centuries of guile under her belt. Join Katie and
Pandora as T'Chezz starts to understand the people of Earth don't want him. Scroll back to the top, and click "Read for
Free" or "Buy Now" and kick back for a fun supernatural action packed adventure that will have you yelling for the good
guys, and laughing at the arguments between Katie and ... her. --- NOTE: This book contains cursing. Perhaps humorous
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cursing, but cursing nevertheless. If this offends you, I don't suggest reading this book.
A fantasy adventure game, at its very heart, is about developing an open-ended "story" of the characters. The referee is
in charge of the fantasy world, and the players direct the actions of their characters in that fantasy world. Neither the
referee nor the group of players has complete control over what's going to happen, and the result is an evolving set of
surprises for both the referee and the players. Unlike the players, as the referee and creator of the game world, most of
your "work" is done ahead of time. To some degree or other, you have to create the groundwork for the adventure before
the game starts. Even though no battle plan survives contact with the enemy - and if you're an experienced referee you
know exactly what I mean - the game has to start ... with a starting point. This might just be a vague set of ideas, or it
might be as complex as a set of maps with a detailed key and well thought-out encounters for the players to run into. The
Tome of Adventure Design is organized as a series of "books," each one providing resources at every step of the way.
The vast majority of the content of each book is made up of random generation tables that we created over a quarter of a
century (sigh) for our own use. It shoud be said up front that these are tables for deep design - in other words, most of
them are too long, and contain too many unusual or contradictory entries, for use on the spot at the gaming table. There
are already many excellent books of tables for use on the fly; the tables in these books are different. They work best as a
tool for preparation beforehand, providing relatively vast creative resources for browsing and gathering, rather than quickuse tables designed to provide broad, fast brushstrokes. Our shorter tables tend to deliver cryptic results designed to
shock the reader's creativity into filling in the gaps, whereas the longer tables are unusably vast for easy random
generation, being designed to shock the reader's creativity into operation by presenting a sea of possibilities.
The crew races against time to learn more about the deadly Naga, an enigmatic race of alien predators who will stop at nothing to find the
starship Satori. A risky mission is put together: a return to the dead world where they first encountered the Naga. There the crew will try to
wrest the information they so desperately need directly from the satellite defenses the aliens placed to blockade the planet. It should be a
simple scouting run. They'll be in and out before the Naga have any idea they are even there. But no plan survives contact with the enemy.
Biologist, wildlife photographer, and tactically trained anti-poaching expert Clayton Porter witnesses what appears to be a routine drugsmuggling flight across the Arizona-Mexico border. Instead, he uncovers a sophisticated operation involving a secret lodge high in the Sierra
Madre, canned hunts for endangered jaguars, a ring of opioid-dealing doctors in the U.S., and a string of cartel victims partially consumed by
a large predator. After Porter unwittingly throws a wrench into the works and those close to him are targeted for vengeance, he embarks on a
mission of total retaliation. Get ready for an edge-of-your-armchair ride with Clayton T. Porter, a new kind of action hero who’s as likely to
employ a rattlesnake as a rifle against the bad guys.
Jackson ”Jax” Caruso inherited a ship from his parents. They’re dead, they don’t need it. The unification wars happened a while ago, Jax’s
parent’s fought for the losing side. Now he takes the jobs he can get; smuggling, bounty hunting, hauling cargo. If it pays, he’ll do it. When
Jax is approached with a job that seems too good to be true, he should have known better, he should have walked. He didn’t. Now he and a
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few friends are in it deep; Imperial entanglements are the least of their concerns with organized crime on their tails. Will Jax and his friends
finish the job without getting caught, or killed? Only one way to find out! Get your copy today! Space opera, LGBTQ scifi, scifi action
adventure, science fiction, space adventure, galactic empire, lgbt
Did you watch in horror as the stock market collapsed and the "dot-com bubble" burst, wiping out an old-age nest-egg, college fund, or earlyretirement plan? Who caused this disaster? Adventure Capital points the finger at Venture Capitalists and tells you why your money still isn't
safe. Through a personal tale of one startup's rise and fall on the backs of scheming venture capitalists, Adventure Capital highlights the
worst excesses of the VC industry in a series of diary-entries of an entrepreneur swept up in the exuberance of Silicon Valley technology
companies. A must-read for entrepreneurs starting a business, venture capitalists wanting insight on the worst of their kind, or anyone who
thinks their money is safe now the bubble has burst.
The Pan of Hamgee needs answers, although he’s not even sure he knows the questions. He has a chance to go straight but it’s been so
long that he’s almost forgotten how. Despite a death warrant over his head he is released, given a state-sponsored business, and a year’s
amnesty for all misdemeanours while he adjusts. On the down side, Ruth has thrown in her lot with his nemesis, Lord Vernon. The Pan
doesn’t have a year, either. In only five days Lord Vernon will gain total power and destroy K'Barth. Unless The Pan can stop him. Because
even though the Candidate, the person prophesied to save K'Barth, has finally appeared it's still going to be down to The Pan to make things
right. But he has no clue where to start or whether he even can. The future hangs by a thread and the only person who can fix it is The Pan: a
man without a plan. Written in British English with a dash of light searing. Suggested cinema rating PG INTERVIEW WITH THE AUTHOR Q –
So, tell us about the K’Barthan Series. What made you write it? What makes it special? A – I wanted to write the books I wanted to read that
hadn't been written. This is still why I write. I also wanted it to reflect the books I love, Terry Pratchett's discworld, Douglas Adams, Jasper
Fforde, Tom Holt, Robert Rankin ... Also stuff like Heide Goody's Clovenhoof series, The Stainless Steel Rat series and strains of Harry
Potter. The hero, The Pan of Hamgee, had to be normal; someone who is aware of the risks he is taking and human – ie scared – for whom
bravery costs. In Ruth, the heroine, I wanted to create someone pragmatic, sensible and grounded. She’s not going to lose a shoe and fall
over, so the hero has to go back and help her, and they both get caught by the monster. She’s a strong female protagonist who is a bit more
of a hero than The Pan, frankly – to start with at any rate. I think he catches her up as the story unfolds. Q – Do our readers have to read the
K’Barthan Series in order? A – Yes otherwise the character development – and some of the technology – will make less sense. That said, the
series of K'Barthan Extras I'm currently writing to go with it can be read any time. The rest of the books go in this order: - Unlucky Dip,
K'Barthan Series: Prequel - Few Are Chosen, K'Barthan Series: Part 1 - The Wrong Stuff, K'Barthan Series: Part 2 - One Man: No Plan,
K'Barthan Series: Part 3 - Looking For Trouble, K'Barthan Series: Part 4 Q – Will the scary bits frighten me? Hopefully not. Basically, if you
have read the Harry Potter series and weren't freaked out by the scary bits in that, you should be fine with the K'Barthan Series. Q – What will
readers enjoy most about The K'Barthan Series? A – Hopefully, the same things as I do: the laughs, the romance – where it appears – the
fast pace and the action – especially the flying car chases – and I hope they will like its deeper side. Q – What is your favourite kind of Book?
Would The K'Barthan Series fit on the list? A – Oh yes. As I mentioned earlier, I love humorous novels although a lot of my influences come
from TV. There was this evening slot in the UK, after homework but before supper, when they showed old stuff on BBC2; original StarTrek,
Get Smart, Hogan's Heroes, The Man from U.N.C.L.E. The persuaders, the Avengers, the Saint, Randal and Hopkirk Deceased, Space
1999. Then there's Blake's Seven and Dr Who, and Red Dwarf, of course. I loved all that. Q – Do you have a target reader? A – Officially it’s
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young adults and teenagers but it's turning out to be age 10 and up. Sure, now that it’s complete the series is certainly proving popular with
teens and young adults and I had my nephew in mind when I wrote them, who was a teenager at the time. However, I firmly believe that all
the best books should hold a universal appeal, so I also wrote it for me. Thus far – if the people who contact me are anything to go by – it
appeals to a certain type of person across the board. The oldest fan of the series I know of is in his 90s and the youngest is 10. Basically, if
you like British Comedy you will probably enjoy the K'Barthan Series. If you enjoyed the Narnia books and the Harry Potter books you will
probably like it. You might even like it if you enjoy historical novels like The Children of the New Forest, or Moonfleet.
With interest and participation in extreme and adventure sports growing year on year, the time is ripe for a thoughtful and analytical
assessment of this phenomenon from a rigorous philosophical perspective. This collection of essays is the first single-source treatment of
adventure sports from an exclusively philosophical standpoint. The text offers students a uniquely focused reader of this burgeoning area of
interest and provides scholars with a source book for further studies in this area. Featuring contributions from well-respected writers in the
field who each also have personal familiarity of participation in adventure and extreme sports, this is set to become a classic analysis of the
intersections between philosophy and extreme experiences, encompassing essential related concepts of elation, danger, death, wilderness
and authenticity.
Misrakesi comes to the newly-formed Mauryan court with a mission-to avenge the death of her sister. However, an encounter with Chanakya,
the man she had planned to kill, sets her on an unexpected path...She lands the highly-coveted job of a spy, masquerading as a dancing girl.
In a kingdom fraught with intrigue, Misrakesi must always remain one step ahead. With the help of her handsome but arrogant chief
Pushyamitra, she must concoct the perfect blend of sweetness and seduction to vanquish the enemies of the state. But when she is sent to
subtly conquer a powerful neighboring kingdom, she might be in for more than what she bargained for. Will she succeed in her mission? Or
more importantly, will she even survive to tell the tale? Meticulously researched, this historical page-turner packs in romance, political
intrigue, and mystery to make for a racy read.
When her best friend Jason's house is put up for sale, and he tells her that his family is moving to California, Annie Jenkins is devastated by
the news that she is losing the other member of the PB & J Society--so when neighbor Mrs. Schuster tells her about a buried chest and gives
her a map she convinces herself that this is a way for Jason's family to pay off their mortgage and stay in Utah.
A hysterically funny tale of Lux's hot pursuit of the 3 R's: relationships, real estate, and erotica Welcome to the New York City of the Tuesday
Erotica Club, in which four women from different worlds get together once a week to read their erotic fantasies and share their latest real-life
adventures in sex, finance, and friendship. Lux Fitzgerald grew up in a family more affected by incarceration rates than interest rates. But
she's determined to blaze her own trail, and has gone deeply into debt to buy a neglected mansion to jump start her real estate empire.
Surrounded by an old flame restoring the house, a hoodlum mortgage broker, and a gorgeous neighborhood fireman, Lux is destined to either
drown in debt or catch fire with opportunities. Lux isn't the only club member who's in over her head, but these women stick together in times
of trouble— and anyone standing in their way better watch out. This is a wild, laugh-out-loud story about women who mean business.
A thick smog has fallen over London. Mycroft comes to visit his brother Sherlock Holmes, asking for his help. A ten-page secret document
has gone missing and three pages have just been found... in the pocket of Arthur Cadogan West?s lifeless body. He was discovered near
Aldgate tube station with his head smashed in and with only a little money, the confidential pages, and theatre tickets on him. Strangely, he
had no Underground ticket. The document is a construction plan for the Bruce-Partington submarine and it is feared that the document may
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fall into enemy hands. "The Adventure of the Bruce-Partington Plans" is part of "His Last Bow".
Seventeen-year-old Talon loves being a superhero and desires to keep fighting crime for the rest of her life. But when her mother--an
internationally-known CEO of a major fashion company--suddenly falls ill, Talon must now choose between succeeding her mother as the
owner of the company or staying as a superhero. If Talon does not retire, her mother's company will be sold; but if she retires, then she will
never be able to become a superhero again. Sixteen-year-old Stinger finds himself helping a former superhero rescue his family from a
powerful and dangerous enemy. In order to rescue this family, Stinger must come face-to-face with his own dark secrets, including his
mother, an infamous supervillain who abandoned him when he was young. And beneath all of this is a deeper plot that Stinger and Talon
must stop before it is too late. KEYWORDS: superhero action fiction, superhero fantasy, superhero fiction novel, superhero science fiction,
superhero scifi, superhero young adult, superhero city, superhero books, superhero action, superhero books for kids, superheroes, cool
superheroes, action adventure books, superhero action adventure books, action adventure fiction, superhero action adventure fiction, young
adult action adventure, action adventure young adult
A Perilous Journey. A Broken Crown. A Deadly Queen. The epic saga concludes… Jules faces impossible choices as rumors hit him and his
Elfie family from every side. Will their Kingdom be destroyed soon, before they can reverse the curse? Will he find his Keeper friend, Mosche,
and save him from certain death, abandoned in the Land of the dead? And who can Jules really trust? The self-proclaimed queen Ruby
demands that Jules be imprisoned in Reign to fix the Crown without which the curse will forever remain. But Jules’s friend Miranda, trapped
in the Gateway Book, will soon die if no one helps her out—if that were even possible. Worst, Ralston lies in a glass coffin, with special air
keeping him barely breathing. With his friend, Holden, Jules embark on a dangerous trip to Handover, unsure if they would even make it there
on time, or even alive, to look for the Key that seemed to be the only way to release the trapped Miranda. His heart heavy at the thought of
his brother dying and possibly never seeing Mosche again, Jules relies on the untrustworthy Alair who has already deceived them more than
once. Without the Key, without Mosche and Miranda, and without fixing the crown, Reign will not only be forever cursed, but something else
far worse was about to hit the Kingdom. Something that even Gehzurolle fears. And nothing scares the evil lord Gehzurolle. Except maybe a
sixteen year old Elfie boy, named Jules Blaze. Escape into the fantastic land of Reign and journey with Jules and his siblings as they fight
against time amidst never-ending crisis to save themselves, and their people, the Elfies, from what must surely be certain death for the entire
kingdom. If you like epic fantasies like Lord of the Rings and Rick Riordan’s type adventures, you will love the Reign Trilogy.
Chi Myst’wing is a gentle redragon who is different from her savage and brutal tribe. When she saved her tribesman’s hunt, she is expelled
from her tribe and separated from her mother. The moment she meets Nuwa, she discovers her true self and changes her physical form. Her
life begins to change for better. In her journey to reunite with her mother, she meets new friends, challenges while exploring the hidden past
of her long-death father and the land. She even learns about the hidden weapons of a legendary warrior. Would she be able to reunite with
her mother and find out the real identity of her father’s killer? And who will own the warrior’s legendary weapons?
He came. He saw. He stole the freakin' Merlin. In the wake of the troglodan attack on Earth, fledgling Knight Nate Arturi and his unruly crew
venture into Alliance space in pursuit of the mysterious Black Knight. The mission couldn't be more simple. Find the Black Knight, recover the
Beacon, and save the Merlin. But simple isn't always easy, and the title of Excalibur Knight isn't what it once was. Arriving in Alliance space,
Nate and fellow Knight Iveera quickly find themselves caught in a deadly web of political ambition with ooperian assassins haunting their
every step and no one to trust but each other and their rag tag crew. The clock is ticking. An ancient evil stands on the brink of awakening.
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But to complete their mission, they'll have to go renegade and forfeit everything. Can two rogue Knights stop the rising tides of galactic war?
Twenty remarkable stories. Twenty award winning & bestselling authors. One incredible science fiction collection to awaken your mind to
infinite possibilities. Aliens, snipers, warships, royalty, intrigue. Battles fought with railguns, plasma beams, and blasters--with words--or even
only within the mind. The universe is expanding, and these are its fantastic stories, beyond our understanding, beyond time and space itself.
What we do know should terrify us--and what we don't know can kill us. Yet human courage will take us beyond our limits--far beyond in deep
space. Maybe even closer to home where the boundaries exist only in our minds. More than 500 action-packed pages of never-a-dullmoment entertainment! When you discover we're not alone in the universe, will you be prepared? Grab your copy of The Expanding Universe
Volume 4 today.Information War by Craig Martelle- The first casualty, when war comes, is the truth. Checkmate by Jonathan P. BrazeeWinning is everything, especially in war. Breaker by David VanDyke- When the most notorious freedom fighter in human space is captured,
his mission is over. Or is it? Endpoint by Michael Campling- One mission will make or break Sergeant John Chapman's career; it's just a
damned shame nobody told the enemy. Unexpected Bounty by Terry Mixon- Zag the bounty hunter just wanted a beer. The universe had a
different plan.Messenger by Yudhanjaya Wijeratne & R.R. Virdi- Am I a man dreaming that I am a machine, or a machine dreaming of being a
man?Duty by Bill Patterson- The greatest problem with doing one's duty sometimes is deciding exactly where one's duty lies.The Burden of
Honor by Kevin McLaughlin- Sir Drake returns home to rally his people against an ancient enemy. But threats far closer threaten to turn his
mission to ashes before he can even begin.The Spike by Nathan Mutch- When John McCormack emerges from the alien wreckage, only he
knows what he leaves behind--and what he has brought with him.Lights Out by Kayelle Allen- He can save mankind. After he does one
important thing. Die.Darkened Skies: Chancerian 3 by Drew Avera- Thrust into a life or death situation, the next decision Tawny makes could
cost her everything.Skin Suits by Justin Bell- Centuries after Earth's destruction, a descendent of the ancient planet makes one last attempt
to rediscover his heritage, but when an insidious alien army stands in his way, his quest to find out who he was may just end the man he
is.Daughters of Ayor by David R. Bernstein- The SalvationOne's mission was to find a new home for a dying civilization, but a massive solar
flare slowly kills all but one crew member. One Last Battle by Timothy Ellis- The Yorktown Recon fleet is scouting the Cuba system in Earth
sector, at the beginning of the last big sector war. A broken fighter pilot makes a choice, without knowing living or dying has consequences to
the future.Tuesday by Lyn Forester- A gambler. A prostitute. An orphan. On a toxic planet where people live in stacked cities, segregated by
social status, a lot can happen in one day.Mothers by C.M. Simpson- No warrior is so fierce as a mother with young; and, when mothers band
together, enemies need beware.Alaska's Vengeance by J. L. Stowers- It should have been a simple rescue mission, but when an enemy
vessel packing heat and a major grudge intercepts the warship Alaska's Vengeance, it's up to Captain Dani Devereaux and her crew to
outsmart and outlast their ruthless adversary.Sycorax by Jenetta Penner- An arrogant black market space trader, a broken down ship with an
attitude, and a beautiful girl trapped on a deserted space station. What could go wrong? Probably everything.Warp Three by David J.
VanBergen Jr.- Even the best pilot in the galaxy can have a bad day when traveling at three hundred times the speed of light.A Little Surprise
by P R Adams- No plan survives first contact with the enemy.
The author of Better Than A Lemonade Stand: Small Business Ideas for Kids shows adults how to create a business through every
stage--from ideas and planning to reaping benefits--using nine Adventure Principles. Original. 35,000 first printing. Tour. IP.
In this third instalment of The History Teacher trilogy, John Stevens, the history teacher, takes a trip to Estonia where he is drawn into an
extraordinary adventure of hope and intrigue! Intent on changing the course of human history, an international group of do-gooders gathers in
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this tiny Eastern European country to map out a strategy for change! First, though, they must overcome the power structures and attitudes
meant to maintain the global status quo. All too often, people ask what we as individuals can do to contribute to meaningful change, feeling
too uninformed and powerless to take direct action! The History Teacher, Adventure in Estonia provides simple guidance on how spiritual
consciousness and divine love can overcome this dilemma! It transends country, cultural, racial, religious and gender borders to remind us
that we are all in this together, sharing a common source and purpose. The story also examines one of the great challenges of human
evolution, the steadfast and sometimes violent resistance to change. Similar to the first two editions of this trilogy, the protagonist receives
guidance on his journey through dreams, angel visits and synchronistic encounters, amidst a delightfully informative blend of spirituality,
history and rock n' roll.
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